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01. intro                                 (03:18)  

02. 夕照  aftergrow                         (00:39)

03. me:mories of peking          (07:09) 

04. 安眠 quiet dormancy               (06:08)

05. radio moment                  (01:31)

06. 宜园儿  comfortable courtyard    (04:02)  

07. i also yearn                      (05:42)

08. dream side                       (04:10)

09. a little sad song               (04:53)

10. 光景 times and scene                (05:56)

11. 锦什  jin shi                          (04:07)  

///  TRACK LISTING 

///  BIOGRAPHY 
 

Zhai Ruixin (AKA me:mo) was born in Beijing. In 2003, he established his own music 
label called "FRUITYSHOP", and released his first self-released album entitled 
“Demo” . And since then, he has been releasing musical works under the moniker of 
me:mo. me: mo's music style is derived from various genres. By absorbing the 
essential ingredients from the various genres of music, he is then able to illustrate the 
most appealing side of electronic music. In the process of transformation from the 
early days of glitch and ambient, to the now indie-electronica and folktronica, me:mo 
has been skillfully blending in more different musical elements into his works. But what 
remain unchanged, is his unique sense of warm and serenity, which gracefully allow 
his listeners to experience the gentle brushes of his music that glide through the 
morning air.                                                                                          

www.fruityshop.cn

The beautiful musical works of me:mo has always able to convey a reminiscing feeling … a feeling that arose from those delicate themes 
about memories of city, about memories of everyday life. me:mo , by using his subtle music sensitivity, and magnificent arrangement 
skills, musically re-creating all these old and memorable sceneries that ones were once so familiar with, but are now virtually forgotten. 
These wonderful but vanishing sceneries, and those memories about the good old days, are the main inspirations for me:mo ‘s music 
composition, prompting him to write pieces after pieces of delicate melodies about these precious things in his life. And gradually, and 
expectedly, they have become indispensable to his soul and creativity. 
For that, Peking Scene, is written as a gentle elegy specifically dedicated to the gone-but-unforgettable city of Peking, as this exquisite 
11-tracks album is full of nostalgic mood that float with remembrance and warm memories of the old days of the city, which still quietly 
live inside the delicate and beautiful music of me:mo.
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※ This is Volume 1 of the “PLOP + mü-nest collaboration series”.  Further information and sound clips 

     available on the mü-nest and PLOP websites:     www.mu-nest.com / www.naturebliss.jp

   

     


